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Abstract. In this paper a definition is given for a prime ideal in an arbitrary
nonassociative ring N under the single restriction that for a given positive integer
iä2, if A is an ideal in N, then A" is also an ideal. (N is called an i-naring.) This
definition is used in two ways. First it is used to define the prime radical of N and the
usual theorems ensue. Second, under the assumption that the s-naring N has a certain
property (a), the Levitzki radical L(N) of N is defined and it is proved that L(N) is
the intersection of those prime ideals P in N whose quotient rings are Levitzki semisimple. N has property (a) if and only if for each finitely generated subring A and
each positive integer m, there is an integer/(m)
such that Af(m,^Am. (Here Ai = As
and Am + 1 = A'm.)

Furthermore, conditions are given on the identities an s-naring N satisfies which
will insure that N satisfies (a). It is then shown that alternative rings, Jordan rings,
and standard rings satisfy these conditions.

1. Introduction. Several definitions have been proposed for the notion of prime
ideal in arbitrary nonassociative rings (narings). Already in [2] S. A. Amitsur
suggested a definition of prime ideal in abstract algebras which need not be rings
or semigroups. He assumes that the algebra possesses a function f(xx, x2, ■■■, xn)
which has the property that f(xx, x2, ■■-, xn) = 0if one of the ^=0. Thus, Amitsur
proposed that the ideal P (the kernel of a homomorphism) is prime if
f(Px, P2,...,

Pn) = {/(/>i, P2, ■■■,Pn) :piePi}sP

where the Pt are ideals implies that at least one P¡SP.
In [3], Brown and McCoy give a definition of a ' w-prime ideal where
u(xx, x2,..., xn) is a given product of the indeterminates x¡ in some association.
Recently Tsai [8] has given a definition for Jordan rings which uses the operator
bUa = 2a(ab)-a2b. Examination of the Brown-McCoy paper reveals that a more
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general definition of prime ideal could also be given in terms of sums of such w's.
Thus, the Tsai paper actually uses u(xx, x2) = xx(xxx2) + xx(xxx2) —(xxxx)x2.
Furthermore, crucial to Tsai's arguments is the fact that for each ideal U in a
Jordan ring, U3 is also an ideal.
In this paper we introduce the notion of an i-naring; namely a ring in which the
5th power of an ideal in the ring is also an ideal in the ring. Using Amitsur's
suggestion and a particular/
we give a definition for a prime ideal in an s-naring.
Thus we are able to give a definition of prime radical and semiprime radical for any
ideal and hence Tsai's results are generalized to the class of i-narings.
Tsai [9] has used his definition of prime ideal to define the Levitzki radical of a
Jordan ring; he also gives a characterization of this radical as the intersection of a
certain class of prime ideals. Here we define the Levitzki radical for a certain class
of s-narings, and we too give a characterization of this radical as the intersection of
a class of prime ideals. It is an immediate consequence of this characterization that
the prime radical for this class of s-narings is contained in its Levitzki radical.
2. Preliminaries.
The basic definitions and elementary facts
are contained in [5]. We shall need the following definition.
Definition 2.1. Let N be an arbitrary naring. If Ax, A2,...,
we define AXA2- ■-Ak to be the set of all finite sums of terms of
where a, e A, and the elements may be associated in any possible

concerning narings

Ak are ideals in N,
the form axa2- ■-ak
way in the product.

We shall denote by Ak the set AA- ■■A (k times). Clearly Ak+1^Ak for every
positive integer k.
Given an arbitrary naring, it may be that for a given ideal A, Ak is not an ideal
for some integer k^2. In fact, as the following example shows, there are narings
having an ideal A such that no power of it (greater than 1) is an ideal.
Example 2.1. Let N be the commutative ring generated by x0, xx,..., xn,...
where x0 is the identity and xxx2 = x3, xxx3 = x2, x1x4 = x3, xxxs = xi,...,
xxxn + x
= xn,...,
and x^ = x3, x3=Xi,...,
x2 = xn + x,..., and all other products are 0. If
we let A be the subring generated by x2, x3,..., xn,..., that is,
A = [x2, x3,...,

xn,. • • J,

A

= [x3, Xi, ...,

xn,. • • J,

A

= [x4, xs,...,

xn, ■■■],

= [xk + x, xk + 2,...,

xn,...

then A is an ideal, and

and in general,
A

Furthermore,

J.

while A is an ideal, Ak is not an ideal for any k =ï2. Notice that Ak J=A1

for distinct k and /
Definition 2.2. Let s be an integer greater than 1. The naring N is an s-naring
if N has the property that if A is any ideal in N, then As is also an ideal in N. We
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shall assume that the integer s is fixed throughout our discussions and that for a
given naring, í is the minimal such integer.
An associative ring is obviously a 2-ring. The fact that a Lie ring is a 2-ring
follows from the Jacobi identity (ab)x= —(ba)x —(xa)b and from the fact that
xy= —yx. The fact that an alternative ring is a 2-ring can be seen by observing
that if a and b are elements of an ideal A and if x is an arbitrary element in the
alternative ring, then (ab)x = (a, b, x) + a(bx), where (a, b, x) = (ab)x —a(bx). But
in an alternative ring, (a, b, x) is alternating. Thus, (a, b, x)= —(a, x, b). Hence,
(ab)x= —(ax)b + a(xb) + a(bx), and each term is in A2. A similar argument shows
that x(ab) e A2.
It is well known that Jordan rings may have ideals whose square is not an ideal.
Yet Jordan rings are 3-rings. In fact, Thedy [10] has recently given conditions on
the identities that a naring satisfies which insure that it is a 3-naring. Thus he has
shown that the generalized standard rings as introduced by R. D. Schäfer [6] are
3-narings. This shows that Jordan rings and also standard rings (introduced by
Albert [1]) are 3-narings.
Definition 2.3. Let P be an ideal in the s-naring N. P is a prime ideal in N ii P
has the property that if Ax, A2,..., As are any ideals in N and if AXA2-■ AssP,
then AXSP, or A2sP,...,
or AssP.
Following Brown and McCoy in [3], we make the following definitions.
Definition 2.4. A nonempty subset M of an i-naring A7is a G-system if whenever Ax, A2,..., As are ideals in N such that Ax n M# 0, A2n M+0,...,
and
As n M#0, then AXA2-■-As n M=£0.
Definition 2.5. Let A he an ideal in the s-naring N. The G-radical oí A, denoted
AG, is {« e N: any G-system which contains n meets A}.
Definition 2.6. An ideal P in an j-naring N is a semiprime ideal if for any ideal

A in N with AssP, it follows that A s P.
Definition

2.7. A nonempty subset M of an j-naring N is a G'-system if for any

ideal A of N with A n A/# 0, it follows that As nM+0.
Definition 2.8. Let A be an ideal in the j-naring N. The G'-radical of A,
denoted AG, is {« e N: any G'-system which contains « meets A}.
To illustrate these definitions, consider the following naring as defined by Brown

and McCoy in [3].
Example 2.2. Let R be the commutative ring over 1/2 with basis z0, zx, z2, z3,
..., zn with «>3. Define multiplication on R as follows:
z0 is the multiplicative identity;
zxz2 = z3.

zxzn = z3,

z3 = Zi,

z4 = z5,...,

zn-\

= zn,

zn = z2;

all other products are 0.
It is shown in [3] that the linear spaces M=[zx, z2, z3,..., zn] and
^=[22, z3,..., zn] are the only proper ideals in R. Furthermore, calculations will
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show that M2 = N and hence that M2 is an ideal in 7?. But,
N2 =

[Z2, Zi, 28, ...,

zn],

while
N3 = N* = [z2,z5,...,zn],

and
N* = N6 = A7 = Ne = [z2,z6,...,zn],

and continuing, one finds that
f{2»-*+i

= [z2]

and

N2"-2 + 1 = (0).

Notice that Nk is not an ideal for 2^ A:^2"_2, and hence, 7? is a (2n~2+ l)-naring.
Clearly M is a prime ideal while N and (0) are not. It will be clear later that

Ma = MG= M, Na = Na = M, and that (0)G= (0)o = M.
3. Characterization of the G- and G'-radical. We shall show that, as is the case
with associative rings and also with the ö-radical defined by Tsai for Jordan rings,
the prime radical Aa and the semiprime radical AG are the same for any ideal A in
the s-naring N. We shall also show that A° is the intersection of all the prime ideals
containing A and also that Aa is the intersection of all the semiprime ideals containing A. The following lemma is easy to prove.
Lemma 3.1. Let P be an ideal in the s-naring N. The following are equivalent:
(1) If AX,A2,...,AS
are ideals in N and AXA2-■ AS^P, then AX^P, or
A2çP,...,

or AS^P.

(2) If Ax, A2,...,AS
Asr\Pj=0,

are ideals in N and Ax n P^ 0, A2C\ P# 0,...,

then AXA2- ■-Asc\P=£0.

(Here, P is the set-theoretic

and

complement

ofP.)
(3) If ax, a2,...,

as are elements in P, then [ax][a2] ■■■[as] c\Pi^0,

where [a,] is

the ideal generated by a,.
Proof. That (1) is equivalent to (2) is trivial, as is the implication of (3) by (2).
To show that (2) follows from (3), suppose Ax, A2,..., As are ideals in N with
Ax n F# 0, A2 n P# 0,...,
As n P# 0. Then there are elements ax in Ax n P,
a2 in A2 n P,...,
and a5 in As n P. But then by (3), [ai][a2] • • • [as] n P^ 0. So
we have.41^2- ■-As n P~^.[ax][a2]- ■-[as] n P+0, and hence, AXA2- ■ Asr\ P^0.
Theorem 3.2. 7/^4 is an ideal in the s-naring N, then AG is the intersection of all
the prime ideals P which contain A.
Proof. Let b e A°, and suppose F is a prime ideal containing A. It follows from
the preceding lemma that F is a G-system not meeting A so that by definition of Aa
we must have be P. Thus Aa is contained in every prime ideal P containing A and
hence is contained in their intersection.
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Conversely, suppose b $ A°. Then there is a G-system M containing b such that
M n A = 0. Apply Zorn's lemma to get a maximal ideal P containing A such that
P n M=0. We prove that P is a prime ideal in N. Suppose Ax, A2,..., As are
ideals in Nsuch that A¡ n P# 0 for all such i. Since P is a maximal ideal containing
A which does not meet M, the ideals P + Ax, P+A2,...,
P+As, being ideals containing A, all meet M. Hence (AX+P)(A2+P)- ■-(As+P) meets M. But if (ax +px)
(a2 +p2)■ ■■(as +ps) is an element of (AX+P)(A2+P)■-(As + P), where the
elements are multiplied in some association, then (ax+px)(a2+p2)- ■ (as+ps)
= axa2- ■-as + the sum of terms of the form axa2- ■ pt- ■•/>„•■ as where the terms
are associated in the same associated way. But each of these terms except the
first are clearly in P. Hence (AX+P)(A2 + P)- ■-(As + P)sAxA2- ■-As+P, and thus
the latter meets M. Therefore P is prime, and b $ P.
A similar theorem can be proved for the G'-radical. We shall state the theorem,
but we shall not give a proof since it is very similar to that of Theorem 3.2.
Theorem 3.3. If A is an ideal in the s-naring N, then AG is the intersection of
all the semiprime ideals which contain A. Furthermore, AG is a semiprime ideal andan

ideal is a semiprime ideal if and only if A=AG.
Lemma 3.4. Let a be an element of an s-naring N, and let T be a G'-system containing a. Then there is a G-system containing a and contained in T.
Proof. Define the sequence M as follows. Let ax=a, and whenever ak is defined,
define ak + 1 to be an element of [ak]s n T. (Since ak e T, [ak]s n 7V0.) We show
that M={ak} is a G-system. M is clearly contained in T.
Let Ax, A2,..., As he ideals meeting M. Choose elements ah, a¡2,..., als where
atj comes from A¡ and each atl e MsT. Then, since each of [atl], [a¡2],..., [ais]
meets T, [ah][a¡2]- ■-[ais] meets T. Now ak + xe [ak]s, and thus [afc+ i]ç[ak] for each
positive integer k. It follows that [a,]ç[ak] for j>k. Let t be the largest of ix,
i2,...,is.Thenat
+ xe[at]ss[ah][ah]■ [ais]n M andhence at + xe AXA2- -Asn M.
Theorem 3.5. If A is any ideal in the s-naring N, then Aa = AG; that is, the
G-radical and the G'-radical of A are the same.
Proof. It is clear from the definitions that every prime ideal in N is also a semiprime ideal. Thus A°=iAG. Conversely, if x e AG and T is a G'-system containing
x, then there is a G-system M such that x e MsT. Since x e Aa, M meets A and
thus T meets A. We have shown, therefore, that AasAG, and hence the two sets

are equal.
We shall call the set A° the prime radical of the ideal A. The prime radical of the
ideal (0) will be called the prime radical of the s-naring N. It will be denoted by
R(N). Our characterization shows that .R(A0 is the intersection of all the prime

ideals in A^.
Theorem

3.6. Let N be an s-naring and R(N) the prime radical of N. Then

R(N/R(N)) = (0).
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Proof. Notice that although N/R(N) is an s-naring, the integer s may not be
the minimal such in this case. Nevertheless, we may still form the prime radical of
N/R(N) relative to s. Let p: A/-> N/R(N) be the natural homomorphism. Clearly
the ¡mage of a prime ideal in A is also a prime ideal in N/R(N). Letâe R(N/R(N)),
and let P be any prime ideal in N. Then P=p(P) is a prime ideal in N/R(N). Thus
ä e P, and hence a e P for each prime ideal P. This means that a e R(N) and a = 0.
If a is an element in the s-naring A, there are various ways to define the powers
of a. We shall specify one such. Define a1=a, and whenever ak is defined, define
ak + 1= aak. We shall call an ideal in A a nilideal if for each element a in the ideal
there is an integer k such that ak = 0.
Lemma 3.7. Let A be an ideal in the s-naring N and let a e Aa. Then there is a
positive integer k such that ak e A.
Proof. Let M={a, as, a*2, a?,...,
as",...}. It is clear that M is a G'-system in
A, since if C is an ideal in A and if asl e M n C, then as>+1 e Cs n M. Therefore,
the G'-system M meets A, and hence there is a positive integer k such that a" e A.
Notice that if a is an element of the prime radical of N, then a e (0)o and thus
there is a positive integer k such that ak e (0), or ak = 0. Thus the prime radical of A

is a nilideal.
Theorem 3.8. The prime radical of an s-naring A is a nilideal.
An ideal A in A is a nilpotent ideal if there is a positive integer k such that Ak = (0).
Also, following the usual custom, we shall call an s-naring N G-semisimple if

7?(A)= (0).
Theorem

3.9. An s-naring N is G-semisimple if and only if N contains no nonzero

nilpotent ideal.
Proof. Clearly N is G-semisimple iff (0) is a semiprime ideal. Suppose A contains
a nonzero nilpotent ideal A and suppose k is an integer ä 2 such that Ak = (0). Then
there is a positive integer d such that As" = (0), but As"~17¿(0). This means that (0)
is not semiprime. Notice that A8"'1 is an ideal in N.
Conversely, if N contains no nonzero nilpotent ideals and (0) is not semiprime,
there is an ideal A in A such that As —(0) but A #(0). This is impossible.
Corollary

3.10. The prime radical of an s-naring contains all the nilpotent ideals.

Proof. If C is a nilpotent ideal in N, let C be the image of C under the natural
homomorphism from N to N/R(N). Suppose C is not contained in R(N). Then C
is a nonzero ideal in N/R(N), and C is a nilpotent ideal. This is impossible since
N/R(N) is prime semisimple.
Since a naring is isomorphic to a subdirect sum of narings A, if and only if it
contains a class of ideals {B,} such that C] Bt = (0) and N/B,~A,, the following
theorem is immediate.
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Theorem 3.11. A necessary and sufficient condition for an s-naring N to be isomorphic to a subdirect sum of prime subrings is that the naring be prime semisimple.

Without a chain condition on ideals, it is well known that a ring may not contain
a maximal nilpotent ideal. One might ask the question whether an s-naring having
a maximal nilpotent ideal F necessarily must have F equal to its prime radical. The
answer is that it need not as Example 2.2 shows. Here the prime radical of R is the
ideal M and yet the ideal A is a maximal nilpotent ideal in R which is properly
contained in M.
In a written communication Michael Rich has pointed out to me that if the
Baer lower radical 77(A) of an s-naring A is defined precisely, as is done for an

associative ring, two theorems follow.
Theorem 3.12. In an s-naring A, the Baer lower radical is the intersection of all
ideals Q of N such that N/Q has no nonzero nilpotent ideals.
Theorem 3.13. In any s-naring N, the Baer lower radical B(N) is precisely the
same as the prime radical R(N).

The proof for Theorem 3.12 is the same as that for associative rings. The proof
for Theorem 3.13 is essentially that given by Amitsur in [2] on p. 127.
4. The Levitzki radical for a class of s-narings. Recently Tsai [8] has given a
definition for the Levitzki radical of a Jordan ring. In doing so he uses the prime
ideals as he defined them and then he characterizes the Levitzki radical of these
Jordan rings as the intersection of those prime ideals whose quotient rings are
Levitzki semisimple. In this section we give a definition for the Levitzki radical for
a more general class of s-narings and also we shall prove the corresponding
characterization for this case.
Definition 4.1. Inductively define the following sets in the s-naring A. If A is
an ideal in N, AX= AS, and whenever Am is defined, define Am+ 1 = Asm.In the usual
way we also define Am = A, and whenever A(m) is defined, Aim+ X)= Aim)A{m).It is
easy to check that for each positive integer m, Am^Aim). Notice that Am is an ideal
in A for each positive integer m.

In order to define the Levitzki radical of an s-naring we shall make further
restrictions on the class of s-narings considered. We shall consider only those
s-narings with the property (a); that is, if A is any subring which is generated by
n elements, then there is a positive integer/(w, n) such that Anm,n)^Am for each
positive integer m. Of course the associative rings satisfy the property (a); recently
Zevlakov [11] has proved that the same holds for Jordan rings. We shall give
sufficient conditions that an s-naring A^will satisfy the condition (a).
The usual definition of the Levitzki radical of a ring involves the concept of local
nilpotence; the idea of local solvability is also useful.
Definition 4.2. An s-naring is locally nilpotent (solvable) if each finitely generated subring is nilpotent (solvable).
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The next lemmas will show that an s-naring satisfying property (a) possesses a
maximal locally nilpotent ideal. We shall also show that such an ideal is also
locally solvable. This will lead naturally to the definition of the Levitzki radical of
an s-naring satisfying property (a). The development parallels that of Zevlakov [11].
Let N be an s-naring which is finitely generated, and let A' be a set of generators
for N. Let S be the set of all nonassociative, noncommutative words that can be
formed using the elements of X. We define a linear order on X as follows : first
linearly order the words of S of length 1 ; that is, linearly order the set X; next
order the set of words of length 2; continue and order the sets of words of
length 3, 4, and so forth. Agree that a word of length k is less than a word of

length h where k<h.
For each element a in S, one can define two translations of N: if x e N, xRa = xa,
xLa = ax. We shall use the notation Ta to denote either of these translations. Let
Y={Ta : ae S}. Furthermore, let Kbe the set of all associative, noncommutative
words that can be formed using the elements of Y. Agree to the following order on
Y: Ta<T„ if a<b in S; also say that Ra<La for each a in S. If W=TaiTa¡¡- ■-Taic

is a word in V, call k the TV-lengthof W; let the degree of W be 2 deg a¡, where
deg a¡ is the length of the word a¡ in S.
A word u in V will be called an Abnormal word for the s-naring N if
U =

V-*o1i^o12'

where axx<a2X<

' '-* ox »-iX-'aai-'a22-

■■■<akX, aX2<a22<

a2 s-i)'

■■■<ak2,...,

' ' v* »|Cl-'afc2 ' ' ' ■""k s-i)\

aXs-x<a2s_x<

)

■■■<aks_x.

We shall now give some conditions that will insure that the s-naring N will
satisfy property (a). Later we will see that alternative rings, Jordan rings, and
standard rings all satisfy these conditions.
(I) N is r-reducible (see A. Albert [1]); that is, there is a positive integer r such
that if a is a word in S of length r+1, then Ta = 2 W¡, where Wt = TZlTZ2■■■TZkand

2degz¡ = r+l and l<k&r+l.
(II) The following identities are satisfied in V:
(i) RaTZlTZ2- -TZs_2Rb=

using a, zx, z2,...

-RbTZiTZ2-

■-TZi_2Ra + words

in V

,zs_2, and b each of AMength less than s.

(ii) LaTZlTZ2- ■-TZs_2Lb=

-LbTZlTZ2-

■-TZs_2La + words

in V

using a, zx, z2,... ,zs_2, and b each of AMength less than s.
LaTZiTZ2- ■ TZa_2Rb = axRaTZiTZ2-

■ ■TZs_2Rb + a2LaTZlTZ2-

+ a3RbTZlTZ2- ■-TZs_2La+words

using a, zx, z2,...

■ -TZs_2Lb

in V

,zs_2, and b each of AMength less than s. Here ax, a2, and a3 are

—1, or 0, or 1.
(iv) Same as (iii) except that the roles of La and Rb are reversed.

(2) For somey, 1 <j^s—l,

part of the &th block TakjTakj + i- ■■Tak,_l may not appear.
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Lemma 4.1. Let N be a naring which is r-reducible and let n be a positive integer.
Then, if a is a word in S of length rn+l, then a = a' 2 *Viwhere the N-length of each
W, is no less than n.
Proof. Write a = a'TWlTW2-■-TWv,where 2 deg w, = rn. If deg wt>r, use property
(I) to write it as the sum of products of F's where each subscript is a word whose
degree is at most r. Thus a = a' 2 TUlTU2-■-TUhand 2 deg u¡ = rn. Therefore there
must be n or more such F's in each term.
Using the operations described in (II), it is easy to see that the following statement is true.

Lemma 4.2. Let N be an s-naring satisfying conditions (I) and (II). Then if W is
any word in V, then W or 2k W for some suitable k can be written as a sum or words
in normal form.
Theorem 4.3. Let A be an s-naring satisfying properties (I) and (II) and which is
finitely generated. Then, for each positive integer m, there is a positive integer f(m)
such that A/(m)^Am.
Proof. The proof is by induction on the integer m. If m= 1, take /(l) to be s.
Then Ns —Nx. We may therefore assume that the theorem is true for the positive
integer m —1. Define the numbers M and K as follows : If pk is the number of

words in 5 of length k,
/Cm - 1)

M= 2
k=l

/(m - 1)

2Pk and K = 2

2kP*-

fc=l

Let a be a word in 5 of length at least r[(s-l)7£(A/+(s-l))+/(m-l)]

+ l.

Then, by Lemma 4.1, a = a' 2 Vt where the AMength of each of the V, is at least
(s-l)K(M+(s-\))+f(m-l).
Write a = a' 2 WQWXW2-■■WM+(S-X), where the

A-length of JF0=/(m-l)

and the A-length of each W,^K(s-l)

for /=1,2,...,

M+(s— 1). Now each W, (t'è.l) can be written as the sum of terms which are
Jf-normal. Thus W¡ is the sum of terms of the form

(F.«>F,co• • -Tjn

)(F,<»F,<d■■-F,«> )• • -(T,m F,<»• • -F,«)

).

Now 2 deg z$ + 2 deg z% + • • • + 2 deg zfs _x^(s—l)K. Thus, at least one of these
s— 1 sums is at least K. Since A'=2i(=f1) 2kpk, for some/, z^0 has degree at least
f(m— 1) and thus is an element of Nm-X. We have shown that in each of these terms
there is a translation of the form Ta where ae Nm_x. If we return to the product
WXW2-■■Wm+(s-d and substitute our expressions for W,, we find that in each of
the M+(s— 1) blocks there is such a term. Thus
(1)

a = a'IFo J "y where u} = Q0TblQxTb2Q2- •TÍM+(!.110M +(S-1)

where bt e Am_i and Q¡ are words in 5 and Q0 and Qm +(.s-d or parts thereof may
not appear.
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Agree to the following terminology. If W and V are words whose AMength is

8-2,
W=TZlTZ2---TZs_2

and

V = TWlTW2- ■ -TWs_2,

W and Fare similar if z¡ e A/m_i if and only if w¡ e Nm_x, i=l, 2,..., s —2. Such a
IF is an r-caliber word if there are exactly r such 7^'s such that z( e Nm-X.

Notice that if !F=7a7;ir22(2)

IF = ± T^jT^

--T^^T,,,

and if a e A^

while è £ Nm_x, then

■• • TZs_2Ta + terms of the form TWlTW2■■■TWv

where l^v^s—2
and for some j0, wJ0eNm_x. This follows from the fact that
Nm_x is an ideal in N.
Returning to (1), by using the operations described in (2), and moving translations of the form Ta where a e Nm_x toward TM+{S_2), it is clear that each u; or
2kUj may be written as a sum of terms in the following categories:

Type 1. v=Q0TblQxTb2Q2- ■■Tbk_1Qk^xTbkQkwhere bieNm_x
similar words of caliber 0 and k^M+(s—l).

and the Q¡ are

Type 2. v=Q0TblQxTb2Q2- ■Tbk_1Qk.xTbkQk where ^eA^
similar words of caliber 1 and k^M+(s
—2).

and the Qt are

Type s-2. v = Q0TblQxTb2Q2-■ Tbk^Qk_xTbkQk where b{eNm_x and the Qj
are similar words of caliber s—3 and k^M+l.
Type s—l. v=PTblTb2- ■ T^^g for some words P and Q, b¡ e Nm„x.
If we consider any term of type q,
v = Q0TblQxTb2Q2- ■ Tbk_xQk_xTbkQk

where the Q, are similar words of caliber q— 1 and k^M+(s—q)
and if Qk-x
= TZlTZ2-■-TZs_2, then for some j0, zJo $ Nm-X, and since all the Q's are similar,
there

are

k

translations

TWl, TW2,TW3,...,

TWk such

that

Wj$Nm-x.

But

k^M+(s—q)^M+l,
and hence at least two of these words must be the same.
Consider two such similar blocks, Q¡ and Q/.
Qi = TZlTZ2- ■■TZs_2

and

Ql = TWiTW2- ■-TWs_2.

Assume that TZjQand TWj have the property that wJ0 and zJ0 are not elements of
Nm_x. If these elements are unequal, then we may interchange them and, in
addition, we will obtain terms of Type q+1 or higher. Thus, we may assume that the
equal translations are in adjacent blocks. Again, the block which has these equal
translations at the ends collapses giving terms which are of Type q+l or more.
Thus it follows that the terms of Type 1 are sums of terms of Type 2 or more ; that
the terms of Type 2 are sums of terms of Type 3 or more, and so on. Thus a = a'W0^ Vt
where each word is of Type s—l, that is, of the form PTaiTa2- ■ Ta,_xQ. Hence,

having W0 of A-length at least f(m— 1), we have

a = ^¿a'W0PTaiTa2- ■ Ta,.xQ S Nm_x[PTaiTa2-■ T^^Q]
= [•■•[[[/Vm-l]Arm-1]/Vm-1]-'--/Vm-l]

S A£_i

and the theorem is proved.
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4.4. 7/A is an alternative ring and if N is finitely generated, then for

each positive integer m there is a positive integer f(m) such that Nf(m)^.Nm.

Proof. An alternative ring is 1-reducible. This follows from the fact that the
following identities are satisfied:
P-xy = RxRy—LxRy + RxLy

and
¡->xv = L,yL,x + L,yKx

KxKy.

Since in an alternative ring,
RXRy — Pxy — RyRX + RyX

RyLx = LxLy+LxRy— Lxy

LXRX = RXLX

and

LyRx = RxLy + RxRy —Rxy
LXL.y

=

LyL,X+

RXRX = Rx2
LXLX = Lx%

L,Xy+L,yX

the condition (II) is met. Recall that an alternative ring is a 2-naring.
The fact that Jordan rings satisfy the conditions (I) and (II) follows from the

identity
P-zRxy—RzPyPX + RyRzX—Ry(xz)+ RXRzy—RxRyRz = 0,

and from the commutativity of multiplication in Jordan rings. Of course, only
right translations need be considered in this case.
Corollary
4.5. If N is a standard ring and if N is finitely generated, then for
each positive integer m, there is a positive integer f (ni) such that N'im)^Nm.

Proof. Recall that a standard ring is one in which the following identities are
satisfied :
(1 ) (xw, y, z) + (xz, y, w) + (wz, y, x) = 0,

(2) (x, y, z) + (z, x, y)-(x, z, y) = 0.
If, in (1), we interchange the roles of x and w and then subtract the result from (1),
we obtain
(3) (xw,y,z) = (wx,y,z).
Also, if we interchange the roles of x and z in (2) and add, we obtain
(4) (x,y,z)=-(z,y,x).
In terms of translations, identity (1) is written as follows:
(5) RxRyR2 —RxRyz+L(XZ)y—LyLxz+ RzRyRx —RzRyx = 0.

Thus,
(6) RxRyRz = —RZRVRXmod terms of A-length 2 or less,

and
(7) L{xz)y= 0 mod terms of length 2 or more.

Using (3), we obtain the identity
(8) RxRyRz —RxRyZ—LxRyR2+LxLyZ = 0

and hence
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(9) RxRyRz=LxRyRz mod terms of length 2.
Using (4) we obtain Lxy—LyLx + RyRx —Ryx = 0. Thus
(10) LyLx = RyRx mod terms of length 1.
All of this shows that LxLyLz=LxLyRz = RxRyLz = RxRyRz mod terms of length 2
or less. Finally, using (2), we obtain the identity
(11) RyLx —LxRy=LyLx —RxRy mod terms of A-length 1.
Thus, RyLxRz—LxRyRz=LyLxRz —RxRyRz mod terms of A-length 2. But LxLyRz
= RxRyRz mod terms of A-length 2 or less, and hence RyLxRz=LyLxRz
mod
terms of AMength 2 or less. Similarly, LxRyLz= RxRyLz mod terms of A-length 2
or less. Hence TaTbTc= —TcTbTa mod terms of A-length 2 or less and (II) is

satisfied.
If we use (4) and (1), we obtain
(12) (z,y, xw) + (w,y,xz) + (x,z, wz) = 0,

and thus
(13) Ry(wx)= 0 mod terms of A-length 2 or more.
Using (2), we find that Ryz = Rzy mod terms of AMength 2, and thus Riwx)y = Rylwx->

mod terms of A-length 2 or more. Similarly, LXZ= LZXmod terms of AMength 2 and
thus LUy)z=Lz(xy, mod terms of A-length 2 or more. We have therefore verified
that (I) is satisfied. Recall that a standard ring is a 3-naring.
We now return to arbitrary s-narings satisfying property (a). It is our purpose
to define the Levitzki radical for such a ring. Our theorems parallel those given in

the book Rings and radicals by Divinsky [4].
Lemma 4.6. If N is an s-naring satisfying property (a), then every finitely generated
subring which is solvable is also nilpotent, and conversely.

Proof. Let A be a finitely generated subring and suppose A is generated by n
elements. Suppose A is nilpotent. Then there is a positive integer k such that
Ak = (0). By taking an integer sufficiently large we can find an integer c such that
AM^A2CcAk=(0). Thus A is solvable.
Conversely, if A is solvable, there is a positive integer m such that Aim)= (0).
Since A satisfies property (a), there is a positive integer f(n, m) such that Am,m)
^Am^Aimy Clearly A is also nilpotent.
Lemma 4.7. Let N be an s-naring satisfying property (a). If A is a subring of N
which is finitely generated, then Am is also finitely generated.
Proof. Suppose X={xx, x2,..., xn} is a set of generators for A and let Y be
the set of all words in AX=AS which are of length less than/(«, 2), where/(n, 2)
is that positive integer such that Ann,2)^A2. Since A'is finite, Fis also finite. We
shall show that Fgenerates Ax. If aeAx, then a=2¡a¡>1aí>2a¡,3- • -ai>swhere ai<}is
in A forj— 1, 2,..., s. Now each atJ is the sum of X-words and thus a = 2 «i where
the U{are X-words in Ax. If the ^-length of, say ux, is not less than/(«, 2), then
ux e A2. Thus ux = wxw2- ■-ws where w¡eAx

and the length of ux is l(wx) + l(w2)
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_l—. + l(ws). Continuing, we can express a as the sum or products of F-words.
The proof continues by induction in the obvious way.
Theorem 4.8. If N is an s-naring satisfying property (a), then N contains a maximal locally nilpotent ideal, the Levitzki radical L(N) ofN. Furthermore, this maximal
locally nilpotent ideal contains all the locally nilpotent ideals in N.

Proof. We list the following facts to prove this theorem.
1. There is a locally nilpotent ideal in N, namely, (0).

2. If Qxs Q2S Q3- ■■S Qn- ■■ is a chain of locally nilpotent ideals in N, then
IJi Qi is a locally nilpotent ideal in N.
3. From Zorn's lemma, it follows that N has a maximal locally nilpotent ideal

UN).
4. The fact that L(N) contains all the locally nilpotent ideals in N follows from
the fact that if B is an ideal in an s-naring A satisfying property (a), and if B and
A/B are locally nilpotent, then A is also locally nilpotent. This is seen as follows:
Let S be a finitely generated subring of A, and let S be the image of S under the
natural homomorphism. Then S is finitely generated and since A/B is locally
nilpotent and thus locally solvable, S(m)= (0) for some m. This means that S(m)s B.
Now Sm is a finitely generated subring of B and since B is locally solvable, [Scm^M
= (0). This means that 5,(m+fc)= (0) and S is solvable and thus nilpotent.
From the above, if A is a locally nilpotent ideal in A^which is not contained in

L(N), then (L(N) + A)/A~L(N)/A n L(N), and since L(N)/A n L(N) and A are
locally nilpotent, it follows that A+L(N) is locally nilpotent, contradicting the
fact that L(N) is maximal.
A proof very similar to that usually given in the associative case can be given
for the next theorem. Of course an s-naring satisfying property (a) is Levitzki
semisimple if and only if its Levitzki radical is (0).
Theorem

4.9. If N is an s-naring satisfying property (a), then N/L(N)

is Levitzki

semisimple.
We now characterize L(N) in terms of the prime ideals that we have previously

defined.
Theorem 4.10. The Levitzki radical of an s-naring satisfying property (a) is the
intersection of all those prime ideals in N whose quotient rings are Levitzki semisimple.

Proof. Part 1. For each prime ideal P in N, P^L(N).
For suppose not. Then L(N)+P is an ideal properly containing L(N) and
(L(N)+P)/P~L(N)/P
n L(N) is a nonzero, locally nilpotent ideal in the Levitzki
semisimple s-naring N/L(N). This is impossible. Thus L(N)sC) P=W.
Part 2. WsL(N). We shall prove the contrapositive. Suppose x is not in L(N).
Then, since L(N) is maximal, (x), the ideal generated by x, is not locally nilpotent.
Hence there is a finitely generated subring S of (x) generated by say m elements
such that S is not nilpotent. Thus, for each positive integer m, S(m)is not nilpotent.
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Notice that 5m is finitely generated and if 5m were nilpotent, then 5/<n,m)s5m would

force 5 to be nilpotent.
Now let <xbe the set of all ideals g in A such that Sm$ Q, for all m. a is nonempty since (0) is in a. We now apply Zorn's lemma to get a maximal such ideal.

(Let Qxs Q2Q Q3S • • • S Qn£ • • ■ be a chain of ideals each of which has this
property. Then 1J Q, is an ideal in N. Suppose 5moe Q, for some m0. Then 5mo£ Qlg
for some i0 since 5mo is finitely generated. This is a contradiction.) Let Q be a
maximal element in a. The next project is to show that Q is a prime ideal. Suppose
not. Then there are ideals Ax, A2,..., As in N such that AXA2- -AsçQ, but

AX$Q, A„ÇQ,...,

and AS$Q. It follows that A1+ Q = A'1, A2+Q = A'2,...,

A„+Q = A'Sare ideals properly containing Q. Thus, by the maximality of Q, there
exist positive integers nx, n2,...,

ns such that SnizA'x,

Sn2^A'2,...,

and Sn3^A's.

Taking t to be the maximum of the numbers nx,n2,..., ns, we have that 5t £ A', for
/=1,2, ...,s. But then St +x= StSt- ■-St (s times) ^A'XA'2-■-A'S^AXA2-■ As+Q

= Q. This contradicts the fact that 5m$ Q for all m.
Finally we show that N/Q is Levitzki semisimple. Let N=N/Q

and Z=Z/Q

where Z is a locally nilpotent ideal in A which is not zero. Since Q is a prime ideal,
L(N) £ Q. Thus the subring 5 that we considered in the previous part of the proof
may be taken in Z (recall that x $ L(N)). Now 5 is a finitely generated subring in Z
and hence 5 is also finitely generated in Z. Thus 5 is nilpotent and solvable. Thus
there is a positive integer m such that 5(m)= (0), and hence 5mc5(m) = (0). From

this it follows that 5m£ Q. This is impossible.
All of the above shows that x $ Q where Q is a prime ideal which is Levitzki
semisimple. Thus L(N) = f]P where F is a prime ideal whose quotient ring is
semisimple.
Corollary
4.11. Every Levitzki semisimple s-naring satisfying property
isomorphic to a subdirect sum of prime Levitzki semisimple s-narings.

(a) is

Corollary
4.12. For every s-naring N satisfying (a), the prime radical R(N) is
contained in the Levitzki radical L(N).

We close this section with a theorem giving sufficient conditions that the two
radicals coincide.
Theorem 4.13. If N is an s-naring satisfying property (a) and if N satisfies a
minimum condition on ideals, then the prime radical R(N) and the Levitzki radical
L(N) coincide.

Proof. Since A satisfies the minimum condition on ideals, so does N/R(N). Thus
L(N/R(N)) being a locally nilpotent ideal is a nilpotent ideal. But N(R(N)) is prime

semisimple and thus L(N/R(N)) = (0). Thus Fv(A0is a prime ideal and N/R(N) is
Levitzki semisimple. So R(N)^L(N) and thus R(N)=L(N).
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